
College Glen Board of Directors Meeting 
4/3/16 6:00pm 
 
Board Members in Attendance:  Jake Logsdon, Steve Wirtz, Karen Dettman, Eddie Lieu, Alicia 
Bettencourt, Howard Maxwell, Jordan Horn, Deron Hendrick 
 
1. Call to Order 
2. DO NOT Review minutes 
3. Picture Day - update from Chris via email - Ralph Thompson is set up to come out at 11:15 to 
set up the photo day. He and his crew will be on the major field as in previous years. The 
pictures will go from 12:00-3:30, serving two teams every 15 minutes.  I will be on the field at the 
service gate regulating the line. I set both of my teams up for the first two photos, so I can be at 
the gate the rest of the day. I ask if someone could help out during the first 15 minutes acting as 
gate keeper while I take those pictures. Ralph Thompson is set up to come out at 11:15 to set 
up the photo day. He and his crew will be on the major field as in previous years. The pictures 
will go from 12:00-3:30, serving two teams every 15 minutes.  I will be on the field at the service 
gate regulating the line. I set both of my teams up for the first two photos, so I can be at the gate 
the rest of the day. I ask if someone could help out during the first 15 minutes acting as gate 
keeper while I take those pictures. 
4. Minor Scoreboard controller - update from Chris via email - "The transmitter on the minor 
scoreboard is not working. I believe that it is an antenna wire issue with in the transmitter. Not 
on the receiving end at the board, but in the control box itself. I replace the antenna a few days 
ago and it worked for two days. I've been went out today and adjusted the antenna and was 
able to get it to work from within about 40 feet. I've been jiggled the wire as I backed up and was 
still able to make it work while I was jiggling the wire. Then Mike Rado helped jiggle my antenna 
and I gladly let him. We think there is a frayed wire in there since people have twisted the 
antenna too many times and split the connector. I've researched the connector and found there 
are two types of connections that look identical from the outside. That was too late for me to get 
back to the controller though since I don't have a snack bar key.  I will take the controller with 
me home Monday after my game and find the right cable for it. I am at the field Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, Saturday and Sunday next week. Hopefully I can have it 
fixed on one of those days. If not then I'll ask for some professional help." General Board 
discussion ensued and confirmed that we need to remind teams that only adults should be in 
the score booths and operating the controller as some concern that these are being damaged 
by children operating them.  Need to try to get this running in time for the Minor Regular Season 
if possible.  
5. End of the Season BBQ - we are still trying to determine if we want to pursue having food 
trucks to be onsite for this event.  Squeeze Inn, Jamba Juice, Rich's Ice Cream are confirmed (if 
we want to use food trucks for the event) and hopefully Taqueria El Festival and Drewskie's too. 
We cannot sell hamburgers and hotdogs if Squeeze Inn will be onsite.  Discounted (potentially 
some free) icees and sodas will be offered.  Can tell families concerned about cost of food 
trucks that they are welcome to bring their own outside food and picnic if they want as an 
alternative. Trucks will be donating between 15-20% of their proceeds to the league and we 
would greatly be able to reduce the number of volunteers needed at snack bar, etc.  Discussed 
the option of possibly providing raffle prize give-aways to attendees as well sweeten the pot.  
Board members present agreed to move forward with using the food truck option this year.  
Jordan is uncomfortable with not being able to offer free and/or reduced priced food options to 
our families and as such would prefer to not have his name associated with the event, so it was 
decided that Dave Yaffee will take over the running of this event (along with Jake's assistance).  
6. Home Run derby - Eddie - has procured all necessary supplies to run the event.  Getting 
managers to sign up their teams to help cover the fields. Has 23 volunteers assigned to the 



event as well.  Winners will be given a medal and a league hat embroidered - discussed 
distributing these at the End of Season BBQ event. Eddie needs to make sure we have enough 
Level 5 balls for Junior, Major and Minor fields (Jake advised he and Chris should have enough 
to cover the event). Eddie will have some of his volunteers arrive early to help with the setup 
and requested available Board members come out to assist as well.  
7. Dugout Update - roofing material is now on site. Andy Doell installs this type of roofing 
material for a living. There is a problem with the sizing of the finish edging pieces that Andy and 
Jake are working with the material supplier on (the materials were donated and discussing if any 
cost to replace the finish edging pieces to get them to the right size).  Jed Finch willing to paint 
underside of all 6 dugouts at a reduced cost of $400 - he already provided all other painting at 
no cost to the league. Board agreed with this cost (as under $500 no need for formal Board 
vote). Still hoping to get this complete by end of April 8. Debris piles in Parking Lot - a few 
options to consider. We can put some in bins a little at a time until they are gone.  We can also 
get a bin and bobcat out to haul away in one day but not enough Board members present to 
vote on this topic.  Will be an item for voting at next Board meeting - so need all voting members 
to plan to attend the next Board meeting to get this done.  Deron will be removing the excess 
lumber that is near the Minor batting cage as no longer needed.  
 
OPEN ITEMS: 
Jordan - expressed concerns about remaining construction scraps that should be removed from 
around various parts of the complex that are hazards. Deron advised he will sweep the complex 
again to pick up whatever remaining visible items there are that could be a hazard.  Board 
members should be on the lookout for these kinds of items as well when they are performing 
their DOD duty.  
Eddie - some kids were picking up some rocks that are near the snack bar and throwing them. 
Deron will try to rake this area and remove as many rocks as possible. Tball field needs a new 
nose and cart.  Board agreed that Eddie can purchase a new hose and cart - Junior field might 
need one as well.  Eddie will purchase a 100' hose and cart for that field.  Current account 
balance sitting at around $14,800 with ~$400 of bills to be paid.  Need to consider setting some 
reserves aside for mower repair and/or potential replacement for next season.  
Alicia - will send out reminder to team parents re: getting team baskets in to Jason Piccione in 
time so he can begin his advertising efforts, etc. 
Howard - has signed up for some DOD shifts and would like a little training on what he should 
do. General Board discussion ensued where Howard received his very formal training on DOD 
requirements, procedures.  
Steve - gate and shed lock codes have been changed and a new safe installed to store umpire 
payments.  
Karen - Jason still accepting any last minute donations of alcohol etc. for Crab Feed.  Seeking a 
liquor license from ABC for $25 fee - we just need Crawford's Barn personnel to sign off on our 
request ASAP.  
 
NEXT BOARD MEETING - need all voting members present as we have some items that need 
to be voted upon!!!  Sunday April 17 at 6:00pm at Round Table Kiefer.  


